
 

Starwalking Journeys 
 with Joseph-Mark Cohen 

  
  

I have taken a little journey this past weekend  
with the Moon in Leo 

to meditate on  upcoming  Star Portals for the year 2010.  
My friend Dan Furst, author of the UFC  

has written with wisdom & wit 
 about the  Grand Cardinal Cross  

that may cause some havoc on our planet 
& sets the stage for 

 the Mayan Long Count Calendar  
Shift of 2012.  

  
(have a read of Geoff Stray's Beyond 2012 to learn more) 

  
This may have been prophecied  

by a few of the Crop Circles in Britain 
 in the summer of 2008, 

most particularily the Avebury Manor 
Solar System Formation of July 8,2008  

& the East Kennet Orbit Formation  
that appeared the very same day. 

  
 ( You will find these twinned on Card #65 

 of my recent Crop Circle Oracle Card deck)  
  

However the hidden source for my ruminations  
go back to Sept. 4, 1989,  

when I had the opportunity to conduct a ceremony 
 in the (so-called) King's Chamber of the Great Pyramid of Giza  

 at the time when the planet Pluto was at perihelion, 
 as near to the Sun as it can go in its orbit.  

  
This ceremony was inspired by the work of Charles Muses 

 (aka Musaios), 
 author of the Lion Path,  

whom I had the good fortune of dialoguing  with 
 on a few occasions before his departure. 

 Dr. Muses had inspired a suite of rather intense 
 theurgic meditations 

 connected to the star Sirius  
with the intent of  allowing those who were ready  

to open up a neural valve 
 in  the vicinity of the hypothalamus  

as a lens for the Higher Light (Aur Elyon) 
 that could trigger a resonantly induced journey 

 of  consciousness to the Pure Light Realm. 
All this was nested in Egyptian Mystery School imagery 

 As Charles liked to say: 
"We are larval things, awaiting metamorphosis" 

  
Charles Muses was the most gifted esoteric astrologer  

I have had the pleasure of sharing  
& learning  with in this lifetime. 

His unique synthesis of hyper-dimensional mathematics, 
 entheogenic research, earth energy explorations  

& understanding of the spiritual essence  
of Egyptian sacred science still fascinates me to this day. 



 (Dr. Muses actually built a home in Colorado that  
contains a true Ascension Chamber within it, 

 but that is another story!)  
  

The series of 14 (27) meditation sessions that he outlined  
in The Lion Path offered those who experienced them 

profound inner plane experience.  
However many aspirants came to his work rather late  

& were disappointed to learn that the Rainbow Sothic Sessions  
came to a completion in November of 1998.  

  
I have come to believe that we have recently entered  

yet another Time Wave Portal,  
one that the Circlemakers hinted at 
 with the "Time Tunnel" formation  
at Windmill Hill on June 30, 2006.   

  
My sense is that the next true  

Lion Path Portal  
will occur in 2010 

 in the 14 days between the Full Moon of July 25 
 (at 3 degrees of Aquarius)  

and the New Moon of August 9th 
 (in the 18th degree of Leo).. 

  
It is during this 14 day Portal that we will be experiencing  
the intensity of the Cardinal Cross Planetary Formation  

with Jupiter/Uranus opposing Saturn/Mars 
 & that lord of the Underworld,  

Pluto   
in early Capricorn  

 at the gate of Resurrection, 
 squaring the full 4 planet formation. 

  
(Charles would remind us to consider Osiris  

as the Lord of the Staircase,  
the One who is dismembered by Set into 14 pieces  
& remembered by Isis/Aset with the aid of some  

theurgic resonant magic by Thoth/Zehhuti)  
  

I would refer you to Dan Furst's UFC scribings at 
www.hermes3.net/2010.htm  

for a more detailed version  
of the astrological dynamics involved  

I remember Charles making reference to 
 the Hopi prophecy of the Blue Star Kachina 

 which many intuitives have connected to  
Sirius, the Blue Star  

& most recently to Comet Holmes  
flare-up in Oct. 2007  

(Drunvalo Melchizedek among them)  
  

We are about to enter an extraordinary 
 Time Tunnel Portal  

this coming summer of 2010 
 that may clear the consciousness pathways  

for what is yet to come in October of 2011 
 & December of 2012.  

  
So this is where my journey has led, so far.  

I will meditate on the mythologems  
contained in Aleph 2160:A Zodiac Oracle 

 for those 14 days of inner portal navigation. 



  
We have some time yet before we fully 

 enter the next 
 Time Wave Portal.  

I can suggest that the July 25th full moon  
has a resonance with emanations coming our way  

from the nearby star Altair 
 & that the New Moon of Aug.9th  

at the 17/18th degree of Leo 
has a mythic connection with 

 core kabbalistic teachings  
& with what is nested 

within or beneath or atop  
the Giza Pyramid 

  
Also, the powerful vibrational pulse that arrived 

 at Silbury Hill between Aug.6th-9th, 2009  
was  an initial seeding of energies 

 for a more potent  
full Earth Grid broadcast  

this coming summer 
between  

Aug. 6th & Aug. 9th.  
  

Well, stay tuned,  
keep holding that frequency  

(as Dan likes to say)  
& if you choose to participate  

in  upcoming Pneemah meditations for 2010,  
just click: 2010  

at the top of the www.treeoflifeschool.com homepage.... 
  with blessings for your journeys,,  

Joseph-Mark Cohen  
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